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Action Held Up On Highway Force
Account Bill; House In Uproar
Breakdown Of
Tobacco Vote Given

Murray
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Anti-Stamp Measure Is Passed;
Solons Will View Movie Today
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who but Kroger12as

lidation crf the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tines. and The
V'Z-Nersild.
s3
October SII, 1928, and the West ICentdckian, January
1, 18t2.
,
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLiSHER

A cackling-fresh egg is the beat egg money can buy .
with a firm, high yolk, . thick, rich white... delicate,
fresh flavor. Every Kroger Grade A Egg is guaranteed
caekling-fresh ... the pick of the nests. .. kept under ideal,
conditioas from farm to you. Buy with confidence . . .
ihoose finer, fresher Kroger Grade A Eggs every time.

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
,
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRLPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20r, per
month S.W. In Calloway and. adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; elsewhere, $5.50.

SITTER CUP POlt JAVA—Padang
(1) is headquarters of the new-.
proclaimed revolutionary
Cy
government of Indonesia. President Achmed Sukarno arrived
back in capital. Jakarta, (2),
where Army chief Maj Gen.
Abdul Nasution (right) ordered
arrest of Dr. Sjafruddin Prawiranegara, "revolutionary premier," and five of his ministers
on treason charges. Crux of
contention is the policy of
President Sukarno and Premier
Divanda of permitting Communists to hold government
(Interhotiona4)
posts.
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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Until the day break and the shadows flee
Song of Solomon 2:17.

,1 d through many
God's children ha:. e Ht,
a dark night, but at last the day does breakWe appreciate the sunshine more because we
have seen the darkness. and sorrow.
sPhlrer••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••eseeeeee•••••••••••••••••••,

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File

I.
•••••

U. S. Gov't.

•
Spring

State co

_ I. :2:s 39c Peaches - 2 3,`,1,s 39c Sandwich _ - r' a,
Kroger—Orange, Blend or Grapefruit
Drip Grind
Cheer—Regular
29C Sandwich63/4-ez.
Coffee _ _ _ - 1b69c Juice _ _
can

Cup '0

.
get. them into the Ford."
.
.
'Here ;machines. stuff -the copies ii:nRi.:pit•e'pBurbulciceanAtHitriscistm.Tineebears:
:n enve:opes. which previously
hate been run off on the mem- among 21 Democrats. But he
bers' addressing machines Then claims to have friends on both
he envelopes are automatically sides of the aisle.
He quotes a prominent Demo.--'
licked and sealed, an d:he .postcratt whorn he ticlully refrains
man does the rest.
from naming, as making him
Sen. Norris Cotton eR-N. H.) recently a gracious and sincere
A
.
to one member who has known offer-Pas follows:
"I'll . come down to your dis'_, all along about keeping his read=
ers smiling This week he was trict. Bruce, and speak fot you
writong about the Senate's new or igainst you, whichever will
'pace committee This group, he help you must."
noted. has been directed to inA young foreign service offic:
r.minated to the corps for
firs; time, was being questionto
by the Senate Foreign Relatione •
Comriatee Surrounded by oth
reeent straciusees running heat
o. Phi Beta Kappas. he conies.unhappily that his college. at,
age was a mere C.
"That's all. right." conetiled:&
Russell B. Leng-(D-La,).
When I was in law echoed
they always used to say that
By GAY PALLEY
:he A students made the proUn.ted Pres, Staff Correecondent
fessers. the B students made
,
NEW YORK II" — When your the judges, and the C Students
get
slIver.41Lt has :mimed
I
made 7the money
rid of the geld in yeir Jewelry
Nurntnat •.rt approved.
T a rdrobe
So advises Mrs. Hilda Altmark.
designer in her late 40's, who's
WHISKY FIGHT FATAL
:Asc
. n greying since her 20's. •
'Gold •Ovelre ogivee.s., brassy,
ATLANTA tft — Two
earsh look to the grey-haired Wit' star 10. cleath Friday n
•
man." said Mrs. Alta-nark. (NU" Jklits refusal t • pay
-Wear pearls. rhinestone:: or col- a, "25-cent dr.nk
f wtosk)
!•ited beads, And nothing chunky." Pilice ea:d Samuel Jones. 28.
Wear Sirens, Shades
told them bet •re tie died that
Mrs._ Altreark. chief designer he sh it Eckiie Parham. 20, bethe dress and Suit firm of
'he latter would- not pay
Earne::. believes the silver-haired for the whisky. Parham's or o
ese.• •hould go easy •_in the "sissy" they Charles, then killed '.1.1me
pato..., and wear strong shades w.•h a shotgun
—pinks blues. violets, emerald
green. blue green, and beige
• not brown,
And no yellow green.", sgfd
signer Grty is an excellen:
if
has character., not
a washed out shade. Wear black,
hi' -ciee• a 'rue' jet
t"" :ored ha" ark most hecom- •
nig.- said Mrs • Altmark. "And
" select those with a light and
.try 400k. riot ,,id ;ady-ish. Sil- •
Te.ue• tes with an unewept line
are Mos: fla•tering."
Must Watch 11114H Length •
In hr4iierv. she suggest.eei seiec.•:,.n of grey or soft tuna :ones, L
rather than the•tawny or brown
'shades. -And :he greying woman,
whether ehe's 40 or double that,
must watch skirt lengths.'" she
,aid. "No niee•er what the younger woman direo wear 'he length
'Which is moil flattering to your
to

Nablsco—Swiss Cream

or

Gold Medal—Enriched

Hilda Altmark: who grew up
a blonde. nob-.has •hair .a pearl '
grey, nearly white shade. "It's never tinted." she said.
"1 teak the woman sriould use
hfist of blue or livender tint.
.nly if her skin is sailor .or
• .
- ear hy•"
" Her own formula izoreseriplet ,
NOT 000 — Mable Wing, It,
!1'.enty of brushing and reel
Invades San Francisco seeking
.cure.
title "Miss Chinatown U.S A."
thing all of us with
• "Thc )
She's from New York, and the
grey nais mew at old --is' a •do'
beauty contest is on program
flat. or ti..%curb
IS
0 Chinese New Year. or, Ye-sr
"The ...t• arrar.x.•rrivn:
t•
((nternational)
of the Dog.
.* les fat the most flattetine."
,

Fresh—Angel Food

Best for Baking or Frying—Krogo

La Cocoas Vienne

Am

Sausage ..

Pork & Beans

Count, Club

Al.
- Ilk dr,

Hominy • • • •

S. Yell....

Arn. Beauty

•

An. It.•uty'Rimer

Your

AO

Tip

BrAuty

Spaghetti. • • (a,,

tast

t an

llmhoa

Beans

Cat

A...

Hankies...

MIAMI

cc a4”ri
• widt env.
ter/del, h

Creamy Smooth—Kraft

victory 0,
fIllic‹day n

elveeta 2 69

ever telex
11nmind

lb.
box

Lenten—Stcllen
PERT COLORED

Cake _ _

NAPKINS

First Quality ... 51 G.uge, 15
Denier ... Sizes 81
/
2 to 11 ..
Proportioned Lengths

- each 39C

Buns _ _ _ _ _ _ 29c

Nylons

pkg

Sugar CL.re

Cheese _ _ _ _

Pairs

1b49

. Hickory Smokcd, 3-4-lb. First Cuts—Slab

awn
Ci red—Smoked

lb.
•

39

Fresh—Meaty---- Neck

Budget Priced—Skinless
lb

29c Wieners _ - 2 'bbaill9c 'Bones _ _ _ _ -

Top Qi.slity—Sugar Cured—Smoked

_

Young and Tender—But

P:cthcs—_._...-39c Liver - _ _ _
— Cr

2

Wisconsin Longhorn

10

•

Jubilee

Hot Cross

60 Ct. Pkg.

lb 19C

45c Steaks - - -

49c

59C 2 a $un
large
heads

Sizc—Red Delicious

See "SEzr!.. • .

At-pies 4 i!ba 3
Yellow

1

each

Onions - -

lb

Fresh—flgien
•

g

Pkg.

tliettuce
'73

large
bunch

S

Boneless Catfish
lb

pkg.

the brine
Jones of !
' fled fors
and won
e'en nver
his _compo_s
• treteht,
Gay Ian
n n
..trolnecrta
But, fie
CIO)
ed maitre
sired state
rids gtoc
fray — Je
attack gal
were no I
Referee
Ihe Tiger
Prarl Gard
Fred Airs
front. 97-!
hooks. sir
"bolo" ui
Press fay,
It was
in 140' Is
victory in.'

•

—nwick Krisp

Sliced Bacon

FADED.._col0y, F4vEr)

a

cake

Antrican Beauty

1

St!rrirg

•

Lloyd Tiv:'..1rTE3
1(17t1-7V--Tflif:tf - y,
at.
No,

11:8 p.

Pola!o Chips
1',WA! Carden

Peas
Dog Fo:d

.1 4,!,.• 41:
2

27:

1>•1,17/0

Chest:::
P•11•11
,
• Tb.

•

.4k

S,surv

(U/ln Kraut

Corn
0

t re

4-

- Copy

lam 4Cc
Aa

Flour _- - - 10 'bb„ 89c Shortening 3 ',bar, 79c Cake _ _ _ _

•

z

FXD g

Nabisco—Oreo Cram

Kroger—Sun•Fresh—Sliud or Halves

Plums_

Turn Gold In
When Silver
Hits Hair

coPy

start lai
Coach J
heavy.sri
'14 halt 10
HOWeVI
the squae
out indoc
the subfollowed
should be
they left
moderate
Sixteen
.for the
keen bob
Irtudents
play eno!
During ti
the squie

48-oz.

Isooms

;
TROUBLE SNOWBALLING —Son.)' .,.-• r.,
•'
o -* r•, :
2r,;2
the nation's Capitol, and the
seta up just such a situation. (bitsreatieeeft'tete,(1,eete,

Inspected Grade A—Large

Tasty Avondale—Prune

A total of $2,762..5$ was received in—the_ Calloway
County" March of Dimes Campaign. for 1948, • County
vestigateo 'tall aspects" of outer
By FRANK ELEAZER
Chairman Claude Miller announced today.
Unoted Press Staff Correspondent space commitee This groan, he
noted. has • been directed to inMrs. Warren S:-Swann returned to her home on Mai
WASHINGSON If` —The light- vestigate "all aspects" of outer
. 4-Street last Stinday follpWing a three months visit wit,er side of congress:
space, and to report its findings
" - --fiend and_rehitives•ih_A-tlanta,- Ga. She also visited in 1 Ch
ITI 300: of he 531 merit. T by ,Lune
Miessiseippl, Alabama and Florida.
lbsrs df Hyouag_and .Scnate.
v..k
retare., "Who says the Senate
. .._
_— . _.
muse&--“B-Y--ne-xt year we'll
.out
be
-getting
to
iated
A delicious pot-luck dinner was given by the Girl,: estm
hewslet:ers to their, homefolks. be debating statehood for the
the
'1Y
o'clock
at
.at
6
Tuesday
eYening
Aociation
_ Scants
!These frequently are done in • moon."
home of Mrs. George Hart. North Fourth Street.
the form ,'of "columns". ready
The Senate Anti .- Monopoly
Edgar. Dee and Bowinan St. John. Hebl Gipson. ghelprinting in the local papers.
subcominitee
w a s considering
lie Lamb and Flos.sie Moore attended the funeral of 'i for
Runs of 5.000 to 10,000 copies problems of competition in 'he
the0- aunt. Mrs. John St. John of Fulton Tuesday..
Of these literary gems are not atoo industry. Sen. Joseph C.
'Eldridge Smith. 37, died at his home in Highland at a:', uncommon. In many cases, Olitahuney 1D - Wyo.) 'asked
. Pak'. Mich., Wednesday .after lin illness of six weeks. _ the, publishing effort has gotten Chrysler President L. L.•Colbert:
He was' from the Lynn Grine community and was so big the congressional authors
"What, for example, is keeping
a member of the Williams Chapel Chuitlf of Christ —or :heir ghost writers—resort Chrysler back of GM and Ford?"
R e ph e d Culbert; GM and
where the funeral was held,
to facilities of the -Capitol folding

-

•1•1•1••1111M.

S doz.

The LighterSideOfCongress

HIGHEST BIDDER POI ELLIS ISLAND-A bid for $201.00D Was
s.,:_ni.tted by coi:iier soi G Atlas for Els Island in New York
harbor He wants to build a $55,000.000 resort and cultural
center on the 27-acre U-act, which housed the Immigration
headquarters where some 20 million aliens had entered the
United States At,as is showo with a drawing of the center
projected for the wand, closed In 1154 The plans call for
• 600-r4orn hotel. museum, language school. music center.
swirnreteg pool, convention hall shops'and a promenade The
Island would also have a heoport, seaplane eats* arid ferry slip.

•

...and every one guaranteed fresh

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 13
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250Paric Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michio
gan Ave., Cl-ocagh; 80 Bolyston St.. Soston.

away.

•

a:filling Fresh Eggs

We reserve the right to reiect any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice iteae which, in our opinion, are - not for the beet
interest of eur readers.
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Basketball
Results

' College

The Ledger&TimesSportsPage
•

By UNITED PRESS

First In Local Sports News * First In United Press Sports News
Baskett.all
Basehril'

Today's Sports News Today

East

PARE THREE

'Robertson
Gets Hot To
Top Scoring

Army 100' William 81
Fairmons St. 92 Ald-Broacklus 72
W. Virginia Wei,lisyan 47
"
C.:ricord Stacie 26
W. Liberty 82 Davis & Elkins 58
La Salle 86 Senantpn 60
Bucknell 63 _Penn Stale 56
Amh ..?rA.
85 Trinity (Conn.) 64
Amer:can Inter. 87
Springfield 80
Pittsburgh 73 Carnegie Tect 54
BluefIeld St. 86 Shepherd 64
F & M 88 Albrighrt 79
54,airse-- 61 BakkOS 55.-•
Villan,,va 73. Pennsyls-ania 61
N,agara 86 Quantico Marines 66
Sr- Alyn Coll 105
Queens Coll 88
Ina 79 Sefton Hall 59
Hartwick 79 Ithaca 74*
MIT "6-1 Tufts 55
Stubenville 65 St. Fran. (Pa.) 45
Alfi id 60 Fl_,chester 78
Pairfield 81 St. Fran. (N.Y.) 73
Utica 77 S:. Lawrence 70
Lycoming 73' Juniata 72
&piton College 12 .Suffolk 50
Verm 'nit 75 Union (N.Y.) 73
A -urnotion 96
New Haven Tel-, 66
Bagni.n U. 73 New Himpshire 52
Lafayette 83 Lehigh 49
Adelphia 69 HuMer 61

Football
Tennis

MSC Track Squad
Begins Training

he finished fourth in the' 4411„
' By MILTON RiCHMAN
in the OVC meet and ran on,, •
. 7 . United Press Sports W•iter•
ihe mile relay „earn which finishOscar Robertson had another
first.
cne of his "hot" nights in his
The five promising freshmen
„.
duel campaign to take over the
are Joe Voyles. pole vault fromnational scoring lead - and carry
Evansville.
I
Ind.; Bob Giombetti, • -s
Cincinnati into the NCAA Tourfirmer Wisconsin high school
nament.
decathlon
champ, a n d Dennis •
Bitting from buth. inside and
Harden,- •L a rr y Daniels, and. .a
out, the brilliant 19-year old
Chuck Asmus, all quartenniles
Cincy Sophomore 'swished in 43
La Porte. Indiana.
mints in a 98-64 victory over
Furgerson expects his squad
Drake Monday nieht that moved
Spring football drills at Murray fundamentals, and procedures of the squad, and they will
.0 be strongest in pole vault,
be helpthe third-ranked Bearcats a step
State College got off to a good the Murray system of play. A ed considerably by two transfer
where he has Harper. Brooks andel_
cicser to the Missouri Valley
start last week, according to very light spot scrimage was students, Bob Burton
Voyles, all three of whom should
and Willie
Friday
title, which automatconference
Coach Jim Cullivan, but *the held Friday.
oe able to clear 12-9.
Coach Bill Furgerson
Hickerson.
ically guarantees an NCAA bid..
heavy snow Friday night brought
• Following is the 1958 schedule:
After these beginning Cullivan
Center: another strong position. Lynn Grove at Murray High
Roberson . did himself sorne
State's
Murray
track squad had March 29 Memphis State _kelay_s_
tst halt to outdoor activity.
made the following evaluation of The number 1 and 2 men from New Concord at Almo
.
gi,od too. He boosted his season begun
"Ir,oserting up" workouts April 8 Middle Tenn.
However. Cullivan said that the squad, end: one of the big last year. Bill Taylor and Lee Murray Trng. at Lynn Grove
A
point total to 706 - tops in in preparation
for the upcoming April 16 Tennessee Tech ....H
the squad members are working question _marks. The first three Smith an back plus Ronnie Lam- North Marshall at S. Marshall
the nation - ,and his average 'lack season
which begins March April 19 Vanderbilt '
out indoors on their own, during ends from last year's squad po, a 230 pound transfer from
A
to 33.6. points per game. Elgin 29 reports coach Bill
Saturday
Furgerson April 22 Austin Peay
the sub-zero weather: 'that has graduated; two boys who saw Arkansas State.
- A.*"
Baylor orSeattle has -scored 654
followed the storm, and they some action,- Marvin Kaiser and
A 7
points so far but is slightly
Regular practice will not begin April 30 Western
Halfback: Although both of last Wingo at North Marshall
should be ready to pick up where Gordon Perry are returning.
A
ahead of Robertson in average until after spring football drills, May 6 Memphis State
they left off when the weather Kaiser is a good pass receiver; years starters, Jim Lance and
H
with 34.4 points per. game.
but a squad of near 40- has May 10 Arkansas State
moderates.
H
Perry is tough but small. Players Don Johnson, are gone, this
. 34 For' Wilt
been limbering up since the be- May 13 Western
Sixteen lettermen turned out from some of the richer positions position is still strong in numMay 16-.7 OVC Meet Cookeville
Wilt Chamberlain, :he third ginning of second semester.
bers. Ronnie Babb, Dick Stout,
.for the drills, and they have may be moved here.
leading
scorer, registered
34
Aeen bolstered by a few transfer Tackle: both starters from last Bobby Toon and Bill Schade, all
Heading the list of candidates
points as fifth-ranked Kansas
Next Monday
South
Wtudents and boys who didnl- year graduated, but three good experienced, are back plus Dick
walloped Missouri,:84-69. Wilt are five lettermen and a group
play enough to letter fast year. reserves, Carl Feddler, Eldon Vincek. ineligible last year. Ken Lyon County vs
Duke 77 Navy 63
the Stilt now has a total Of of promising freshmen. Wade
McNeely. a promising freshman,
During the first practice sessions Heatheott and Charles
Feast Construction at Sharpe Temple 61 Wake Forest 49
534 points and an average of Harper, a sophomore sprin:er
Querterand George Karnavas and Charthe squad worked on organized, mous are back to form
and pcle vaulter. a I 5 o adds
Possum Tru-t s-s. Hugg at Sharpe Vir. Union 58 Virginia St. 53
31.4 points per game.
a strong
nucleus. Possibly some guards les Ercalin, transfers.
Hardin vs Princeton at Freelorria Appalachian 65 Western Car. 60
Bradley handed seventh-ranked potential to the team, but he
sprwill be moved to this position.
Oklahoma State_ a_..57-.43 licking,, is currently participating
Roanoke 73 VIA I 66
Quarterbackt-the weakest posi- Cunningham at Benton
Guards-- the first four from tion on- the squad. The number /Orayrield at Murray'
'e... Cdrolina 120 High Point 71 - in a game featuring ball control. ing kntball practice.
The five lettermeu are Marslast year's squad, Cletus Cagle, 1 and - 2 men " graduated, and
Tenn. Tech 98 East Tenn. St. 62 Oklahoma State is one of the
hall Gage, hurdles:- John Brooks,
Ab Davis, Punch Hina and Jim- only Wade Harper, lait year's
Ky. Wesleyan 83 Louisville 69 two teams already in the NCAA
4
my Chapman, are returning to number 3 man is ready to go.
tourney - Connecticut is the Pole Vault; Al Ravencraft. disMidwest
other - but the Cowboys htfte tance events; Holmes Ellis, hurdOther prospects include Wayne
les, and Dan Matthews, 220, 440,•
•
By UNITED PRESS
Mays. a member of the 1956
Toled'o 102 Western Michigan 87 lost ttvo in a row -since they and quartermile.
Kelly Coleman, whose exploit. •
were
named
after
winning
freshmen squad, who has return16
Bowling Green 53 Kent St. 43
Gage scored • 57 points last at little Waylond High School
I their first 18 games. By United Pm,
ed to' school, and Mac Allen
Mt. Union 82 Fenn 71
year its a freshman and finished in the mountains of eastern,i I
Second-ranked West Virginia.
Parker. a transfer student from ky. Wesleyan 83 Louisifille 69
Milkikin 74 Ill. Wesleyan 69
second in high hurdles and third Kentucky -made him a near-,;;
also shooting for an NCAA berth,
Union 115 Pikeville' 100
NEW YORK '16 - The United the University of F1'Oliaa.
Rcckhorst 90 Kan. City U. 73
in low hurdles in the OVC meet. legendary basketball figure for
registered
its
21st
victory
Fullback:
in
probably
the
strongpress small college basketball
Bethany (Kan.) 69 Emporia 66
Brooks registered 26 points last three years, shoved in 40 points
MIAMI REACH. Fla. 66 22
games
by
mauling
Detroit,
est
position
on
the
team. Jack
S. Dak. U. 85 Auguvlana, SD. 52
season and second bfst in pole as Nentucky Wesleyan whipped
Middlee.eight Ralph (Tiger) Jon- ratiqgs (first-place - votes . and Morris and Corky
98-6g. Bob Smith was high man
Carman from
won-lost records through Feb. 15
vault compelitiun in the OVC. Louisville, 83-69, at Owensboro
S.W. Mo, St. 96 Mo. Mines 70 for the
TONIGHT'S SCHEDULE
es asked toriav for a match
Mountaineers
with
21
last
year's team are back as
in parentheses):
-However, he wasn't able to vault Wednesday night.
0
-Southwest
with rim/. of. the Ian-pound eonpoints.
Team
Points well as two freshmen. Richard Marshall at Murray
until the latter part of the season
Lamar Tech 76 Trinity (Tex.) 57
Coleman's
total
tenders because nf his eemehnek
was
one
'
sh.yi
San
Francisco
won
its
16th because
I. Stoubenville.6.46) (22-1) 359 Yarbro arid Joe Cartwright. Jim Morehead at Eastern
of an injured leg- `fear of the 41 point mark he set
Tex. Western 85 Ariz. Flag 52
victory over Kid Gavilan Wedgams.in a row by defeating sur2 Wheaton. M..(21) (20-1) 348 Barton. who played for Murray Transylvania at Georgetown
befote
last
he
set an OVC record two nights ago. Coleman, only
litesday night in the first fight
prislEgly stubborn Fresno State,
West
3. West. Illinois (6) (20-0) 281 before a hitch in the Marine Bellarmine at Wabash
for the pote vault - which still a freshman, now has scored 600
ever televised from a hotel.
68-59. 'red La Cour. led the
Air Force. A. 76
4 Evansville. Ind.(3) (17-21 258 Corps, is also back, and according Midwest Athletic Association
•
stands.
points during his flecigling year
Unmindful of th. Plush surDons With 18 points. San FranTournament at Kentucky State
N. M. Highlancis 51
5. Southwest, Mo. (4) (18-0 216 to Coach Cullivan. looks great.
Ravencraft had an outstanding
Coleman was brilliant but the
roundings of the ("lob Siam in
cisco, ranked fourth by t he
6. W. Va. Tech (1) (24-3) 169
high
school record and was a Cardinals were admittedly handithe Virnnd new Carillon lintel.
United Press Board of Coaches,
7 Tenn. St. Add (22-2)
strong contender in the distance capped. Starting forward Don
152
.innes of St Albans. N Y shufhas a record , of 20 victories
8 Texas South. 09-3) .....118
fled forward in every mind
and only one defeat suffered events last year. A sophomore, Goldstein wasn't able to make
9. Par. (Waskt ..,Luth. (15-2 100
he'is an entry in the mile and the trip at all. because of a
. and won an avenvine sol,f deciearly in the' season against Stan10. St. Peters, N. J. (1) (16-2 60
two-mile runs.
knee injury. Starting guard Hal
sion over the Cohan which broke
ford.
Second 10 group - 11, Boston
The return of Ellis to the Andrews and Mickey Kelly, a
....,p4Aosing streak _aL-fiaur
Bowling Green of Ohio, which
52: 11, Bra nde is
strelisht.
has received a "feeler" from squad after inaction last season dependable sub, were ill with 104
Si
(Mass.) University (1), 27: 13.
NIT officials, trounced Marquette, gives Coach Furgerson &other fleece rempellatures and coach
Gavilan. former welterweight
OSCAR
By
FRALEY
answer
might
have
been
that , in the 1955 series against those
(tie). Belmont Abbey (N. C.)
likhamnien. was favored at 8-5 in
91-76. Dayton and St. Bona- top flight cinderman. Ellis, a Peck Hickman had to go with
his catch was in vain because • same
United Press Sports Writer
and South Dakota. 23 each: 15
Yankees who had flogged venture were the first of 12 local boy, racked up 93 points untried replacements.
worineeday's 10-rounder
the
Yankees
t
NEW
went
YORK
on
- Sandy Amoto capture
(tie). Pasadena, Calif. and MonHowever, one of the subs the Dodgers so often. Going teams officially named for the :r the 1956 season. He also won
But. fielting there in the Siam
tana ,State. 22 each: 17, Grambl- roS knew today what another that 1947 classic.
the OVC meet high hurdles and John Varoscak - helped Louis'into the sixth inning of the NIT Monday.
Club -.where the carnets seeming (La.) 20: 18, McNees, (La.). little man named Al Gionfriddo
placed third in low hurdles. He ville stay in the game and wound
ed mattress soft and the lifeLittle Al thus had only one seventh game, southpaw Johnny
Mall Strengthens Hold
18; 19. Regis (Colo ). 17. 20, found out 10 years ago.
is a senior.
Up high for h!, team with 21
moment in the warm glory of IPodres was sitting on a 2-0
sized statues of Siamese dancing
Michigan State strengthened its
In sports it's easy to be a
trCuisiana Tech, 15.
points.
the baseball sun. It came in the lead and needed only 12 more hold on first place in the Big
eirls sto,d unblinkirus dorinv the
Matthews
returns
'to
:he scene
hero yesterday and a bum to- sixth
Louisville stayed in the game
inning of the sixth game outs to wrap up the firs, world Ten with a 76-69 win over arch- for the first time since '56, when
fray - Jones' persistent hooking
day.
for the first 10 minutes but
in '47 when. with Brooklyn lead- Ichampionship for the Dodgers.
rival Michigan
attack gained the verdict. There
Forward
Bob
he
scored
65
points That year
Kentucky High School
Sandy. the pint-sized Cuban, ing,
fell by the wayside at 43-34
8-5, the Yankees put two
Anderegg paced the Spartans to
were no knockdowns.
has been sold back to the Mon- men on
I But suddenly Johnny had big
at halftime and could get no
11 .t. severell- triumph - in - -Ift
base and -DiMaggio teed
Referee Billy Regan favored
Basketball Results
EOUESTRAINS TRAIN
treal fd'rrntroUble". Pesky Billy Martin teas- ei
by the Los off op a Joe Hatten
closer than seven points befone
nference games with a 25-point
'he Trifler. 97-96 as did .Tuclue
pitch with
Angeles Meters. It's a t rip a shdt
ed him for a walk and went
Coleman went on a spree with
which
arl Gardner. 97-95. Rut Judge
performance.
figured
to
tie
it
.
By United Press
NEW YORK
- The United
t..) second as Gil. McDougald
Gionfriddo made with even up. •
five straight goals to put his
Iowa. which still has designs States equestrain team
Fred Aarsonson had Gavilan in Prestonsburg 78 Auxier
which is team ahead 60-52 with slightly
67
greater suddenness just a decade
Gionfriddo had been inserted was safe on a bunt. Now it on the Big Ten title, defeated in training
front. VT-94. because of his left Inez 72 Paintsville
at
Tryon.
N.
C..
66 tot)
will
was
ago.
tight-lipped
Yogi
Berra at Wisconsin, while Illinois
into the ball game that inning
hooks. straight rights and right Williamson (W. Va.)
licked take part in ,five major horse over 10 minutes gone in the
67
the plate, swinging a bat which
Both of thern, received their for defensive
second half.
Minnesota, 94-87, and Ohio State shows and a
"bolo" uppercuts. T h c United
purposes and he
Pikeville 65
number of other
seemed
walking
to
Poclres
pavers
after
as big as a subdued Wisconsin,
being World raced back to the,
The loss left Louisville batting
Press favored Gavilan 96-95.
left field
93-83.
Martin 76 Morgan County 55
competitions
in
Europe
this
sumbase
biol.
Series
and it looked like
fielding heroes, a pair bull pen to snare
.500 for the season with a record
Kentucky, the Southeast Con- mer. Tentative plans
It was Gavilan's 2rIth defeat North Middletown 55 •
DiMaggio's
call
for
the
game
of
sixth' inning sensations who belt at the 415
was all tied up as ference leader,
in 14( h•-•iits. and Jones' 45th
foot mark. It
edged Vanderbilt, the team to leave Tryon In of 11-11. while Wesleyan is 13Mnntgomery County 34
Yogi. sliced a drive down the 65-61.
were frustrated in the end by was one of the
• .s 70
The victory marked the mid-April for further -.training 10.
most spectcular
Sinai Western 100 Willisburg 45 anemic bats.
High-seoring John Lee Butcher,
catches in World Series history. left field line.
Wildcats' both in conference com- at Greenwich. Conn.
AM.
Al Robbed DiMag •
the naUun's small college scoring
It saved the game, although the
petLion against one...toss.
was
It
a
sure
extra
base
hit
Sandy. at least, can't complain Yanks won the next
leader, chipped in 38 points but
Little Bernie Kanner sank four
day.
-MI( the flying Amoros caught
that he wasn't given his chances.
Back to Minors
free throws lhortly Wore the tadel defeated VMI, 86-54, Bran- apparently it wasn't enough as'
it,
somehow,
and,
wheeling;
fired
deis topped Boston U., 65-54; Union whipped Pikeville, ,
He lasted two years after the
115But th following spring, tiny to Peewee Reese
for a relay final buzzer to help Houston Miami (Fla.) beat Florida Soubreath-taking grab which per- Al was back in
100. at Barbourville.
Montreal 'and which dcubled McDougald off upset Wichita. 72-70. The loss
thern, 76-58; Tulsa downed North
mitted the Dodgers to win their from there it was
The game turned into a perdown the first. The threat was over and killed Wichita's final hope of
Texas -State, 81-49: California sonal scoring dtsel be tween
first and only1 world champion- ladder - Fort Worth.
Newport Podres went on from there to sharing in the Missouri Valley
ship.
News. Drummondville and Ven- wrap it up.
Conference title which Cincin- licked Stanford, 67-59. and UCLA Butcher and Union's Don Turner,
sr
'imam Mums
1
got past Washington, 67-52
Gionfriddo was gone the next I tura in the Cliss
who hit 31 points.
C California . Now Amoros is gone, just like nati has just about wrapped tip.
UMW Om Soft Mho
season after he robbed Poe DI- I League.
In other games: Oklahoma City
Gionfriddo.
But,
then,
so
are
Maggio of a home run. Thei _Sandy had
defeated Loyola of New Orleans,
his big moment 'he Dodgers, too.
COMPLETE
NEW YORK '16 -6.1 Istvan Roz86-11; Nebraska- clipped Colorado.
As uidrtfl!, private in full
U. S. ICERS WIN
50741; Mississippi nipped Florida.
savolgyi is a lonesome little man oniform, he won a reginiental
OSLO 46 - Wendell Olson's
All Guns Expertly Serviced
67-65; Louisiana State upset Ala&hose
past, present and future race at 1,500 meters and 10 third period goal enabled the
barria. 58-49. Auburn beat Tuhinge - on the swiftness of his minutes later took a 5.000 meter United States amateur ice hockey
lane, 63-49; William and Mary
skinny legs.
race. Mihaly Igloi, one of Hun- team to edge Norway. 3-2, Wed4th and Sycamore
crushed Furman. H7-46, PT, (':Tstvan. 29. is the world record gary's top track coaches, saw nesday Other U. S. goals were
holder at 1.500 yards. That speed Istvan and grabbed him for the scored by Ed Zifack and Joe
11
Petroske
was his passport out of terror- all-army team.
"Igloi was like a second father
ridden Hungary for a series
of mile raccg.avainst Ron Delany, to me." Istvan admits hesitantly
With three other great runner,
to whom
finished second in
Madison Square Garden on Sat- I.asli Tabor. Sandie- lharos and
rerenc Mikes, Wyatt formed
cireby nirm.pRut always Istvan must
u . go probably the greatest relay teair
back because of the pretty wife of all time. They were star.
and the four-year old daughter individualiy and together, setting
who wait for him behind She nine wiur I records, and more
important to Istvan . they,. were
Inn Curtain.
That was the reason he re- like brothers.
"Tabori was my best friend,"
turned before, when he was
in Australia for the Olympic. -the says.
Old Ways Disappear
Games irr 1956. Many of his
But the old ways, are gone
countrymen s t a yed on alien
shores after others back home since the patriots were crushed
had lost their fivht for freedom under an iron heel. Igloi and
a beaten Olympic favorite, Tabori are in California. Mika,
Is in a refugee camp in Austria
returned to his family.
!harm is in Butiapesti where
Trouble at Home
"I couldn't run in the Olym- Istvan lives, but the old earnerpics." he explains simply. "What adcrie is gone.
Istvan gave the wrong immatter that I was the favorite!
My mind was with my wife pression after his debut in the
and child and the trouble at New York A. -C. games Saturday
night when he said that he
home."
lie is cautious in his conver- thought the other American runMISSINO-Authorttles In 13
sation,' this slender 126-pounder nersw ere helping Delany.
states were looking for Wil"I feel I am alone," he ex...whose small features are giver(
liam Howard Taft V (above).
Bin elfish look by his large. plained. "It is # feeling as if
38-year-old *don of the fit..
protruding ears..But the sadness the world is against you. I don't
moue Taft family, who has
mean that they pushed me or
• Fhows in ?cis mild blue eyes.
been missing for more than •
Just belie's, the freedom fight- held me back. What 1 mean
week. The youth disappeared
ers made their abortive bid In is that they know each other
after flunking out as • freshHungary he- was a man with and how each other runs, just
man In the Georgetown tint.
two families, the one at home as we did before in Hungary
crsIty Foreign Service SchooL
when we were running together."
and his running pals.
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The United Nations has latIN RED CHINA "1NTERNAT ONAL HIJACK" —of. a - Korean National Airlines
cused Communil China of the gunpoint' hija. king
ft- Korea Sunda) -afty•f"failing-ta make a schedplane (fop) whicti flew
was rapt. Willis P. Hobbs (lower left); the
cra
the
uled stop at Seoul. Pilot of
s (right) Pak Jung Sit.•
co-pilot. Kang Sung Kak '(center), a d the stewardez,
(International Suundphoto)
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Corn Meal MIZ?

Sir .;di
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This is the wonderful Mix msde
Sunflour. To
ineal of highest quality and milled by
blend.of baking
give feathery lightness, a special
ennu0._ salt to
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with
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powder has been
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ITC •••••
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"
1.
carefully measured
a,nd mixed that you
get extra light, extra
#71# 414
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RECIPE
every time!
printed on the bag
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To 2 rept SW'FLO WER
Neal MIX, Odd 14 eupa p.m( sulk
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• rate* rleghtf.• 2 tablespoons
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•
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.11-'
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Have you filed your 1957
' federal income fax return aria
new find that an error has been
,
made' •
, If, after you have filed your
ilex return, you,-find that you
have made a mistake, you shoule
•hen immediately file an amend'
. eat return. Claim the rerun,
due because of the mistake. or
, pay 'he additional -tax you ow,Don't feel badly about making
:a TTI ake Lots of people make
' mistakes.
If 'here i.• any additienal
1
• i due fee 1957, and the amended
return is filed and addition;'
tax paid by Anil 15. 1958. n•
penalty will, accrue.
If you find, af'er you has
! filed your return that you woule
have done better to. itemize your
aegweeme rothpir than_hruirli.
[filed under 'he eninriard dedur!'ion — you can nal'amend you!
• re•tirn. If you filed% on _torn
7fIetlA ne—err-enene -rr•rm 1040
r elected to take the stanitare
;•;
405- 498-you can now go hai
• 195
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edditienal 'ax and interest an
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date ef •
Par*, Of 'he. due
return yeii wish to amerei
within :we years from the te
you paid hit. lax — whiChe‘-•
the longer period. The
,
year for 'which yeti can f
an • ameneed return claiming ..
additional refund is 196.4. Til
wro due April l& 19';
-nereled return for
woe • have to be filed by Apt
•L
, 13, Ina.
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Finger Biting Season
For Some Executives

10 linking
oe, it was

BLit ROBERT SHORTAL

SWIFT'S

WIENERS

PREMIUM

are called proxy fights because

SWIFT'S
PREMIUM

United Press Staff Correspondent both sides seek to have stockNEW YORK P — This is
fingernail biting time in the
plush executive suites of many
corporation,
The nervousness stems from
the act that this is the time
of year that the proxy fighters
seeking to oust a firm's 'management begin unlimbering their
big guns.
Mo4companitz held their annual stockholders meetings in
the spring. It „is at these affairs
that irate stockholders usually
lower the boom on Managements
that haven't "dome right" by
stockholders.
As annual meeting time approaches, high-salaried psesidents
ana board chairmen of companies
that haven't fared too well begin
! casting a wary eye at their
stock.holder ranks for signs of
revolt.
Wars for control of companies

Action...
(Continued from Page One)
and a resolution to appropriate
$50,001 a year fur tobacco remeapilrat the University of Kentucky.

holders sign a legal document—
called a proxy — giving them
the right to vote the stockholder's
stock.
Companies engaged in proxy
fights in recent years read like
a who's who in industry — New
York Central Railroad, New Haven Railroad, Montgomery Ward
& Co., Fairbanks, Morse & Co.,
R. Hoe & Co. and Decca Records.
In 1954, William White. now_
president of the Delaware &
Hudson Railroad, lost a $125,000a-year job when his management
was ousted from control of New
York Central by the forces of
the late Robert R. Young.
Job In Jeopardy
This •yeeri-George Alpert, who
makes more than $50,000 a year
as president of the New Haven
Railroad, finds his job in jeopardy. A banking and investment
group headed by A. C. Allyn
& Co. of Chicago wants to oust
him.
The Central proxy fight is
considered the biggest and most
expensive ever fought. One of
the biggest of the carry' corporate
: place on March 7,
wars took:
1929, when the late John D.
Rockefeller Jr. ousted Col. Robert W. Stewart from the chairmanship of Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana).
Proxy fights a r e strikingly
similar to political elections in
that the outcome is decided at
the polls.
Tugs-of-War
Allan Will Harris, noted management consultant and a proxy
fight authority, noted that these
skirmishes often are thought of
as tuo-of-war between t w o
powerful forces.
"But in t he last analysis.
stockholders owning 100 shares or
less are the deciding factors.
Their - support is necessary for
victory, which is why a great
deal of time and money is
spent wooing them." The number
of Americans lowniqg stock in
companies has jumped drawatically in the' pest-war period
and now exceeds nine million.
That, means one out of every ,18
Americans owns stock.

i
FRANKFORT 1•11 — The Senate
.4--Trariesda-y---Passt BIB -0.rhich
. would establish a new state
college at Elizabethtown but not
before several attempts were
made to amend it.
- Sen. Fred Lucas (R-Ldr;don)
'introduced an amendment which
illedato carry that would have
e ult additional state colleges
London, Mount Vernon. Mc. Bunneviiie, Graysorl, Hyden,
Pikeville. _ Paducah, Horse Cave,
Price. and Hopkinsville.
An amendment was submitted
), Sen. Wendell Van. House
I t-Tistor Key) for adding his
line toWn to the list. It also
r4 with defeat.
opposing .the easure was
t
seta. W. Richmond (D-Oweflsb(4 who claimed an appropriato would be necessary for
state college that would
1
a
oft t into present state college
nations.
I . S George Overby (0-' rHoney adds fla v r and gives
ray id, "We should take are
° Iat we have instead of ham a uldcr. glaze Brush it on
•prot
the butter so thin during the lase halt hiour of
bakthg.
that one can taste It."
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Send flur son or daughter back to school with a new
Smith-( orona for as hula as sill a week. Fire models
to cboose front.

Smith-Corona
the World's first and fastest portable typewriter

SCume in and see it demonstrated

Terms Available

CHASE & SANBORN

49c

Confectioners

GEE GEE

POPCORN

6-oz.

2 29c

Jar

PKGS.

OREO

STOKLEY'S

LETTUCE

COOKIES

19c

FRESH
CRISPY
HEADS

SERVICE

MECHANIC
— 25 Years Experience —

.

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
Phone 55

2

BOXES

can 19c

10c

MAYFIELD CORN
CHOPPED KRAUT
KIDNEY BEANS
YELLOW EYED PEAS CARROTS
l -lb. cello bags
GR. NORTHERN BEANS
NAVY BEANS
tliM BEANS
PINTOPINTO BEANS
RED BEANS
I
BLACK EYED PEAS
PIE CHERRIES
HOMINY
PORK AND BEANS
TURNIP GREENS
HEINZ BABY
MUSTARD GREENS

NAPKINS

CRANBERRY
SAUCE

2cans2

BANANAS
o'

CANNED

MERIT

19c

Highly Qualified

GREENE 0. WILSON - Mgr.

MARGARINE LB. 119c
BISCUIT Oak

10c

Remarks:

StAAt

BLUE RIBBON

cANsigc
2
99c
INSTANT
COFFEE
SUGAR
99.
219c

PREM

2cans19,

History

IL

ob

43c

REPORT CARD
Subject,

HAMS SMOKED 33C

SNOWDRIFT

BACON

71/ '2-oz. pkg.

1 LON

SAVE MORE ON FOOD HERE

19

CAMPBELL'S

PORK & BEANS 2cans 290
FRANCO-AMERICAN

SPAGHETTI

2 cans 290

VEGE16311 SOUP 2 cans 290
LiBi'PLE SAUCE 2 cans 290
MBLET CORN 2 cans 290
CANNED
2 cans 290
PET MILK

2 cans 2*

CAN

Pard DOG FOOD 2cans 290

FOOD

3

CANS

DEVERr

OLD DUTCH

CLEANSER 2

BOXES

1 9c

GROCERY 1510/-/

h°°cL

•

411,

•

29C

Ma a
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MENDED HEART-Robin Bossov,
5, who underwent • two-hour
heart operation at Chicalgol
Mercy Hospital on February 3,
La shown on her return to her
home in Roselle, El. She is
completely recovered from the
heart murmur, which necessitated the delicate operation.
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drip-dry cotton blouse
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you spy this delightful
middy blouse...
with a sailor collar and
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PAGE SEVEN

✓ FOR SALE_D
GOOD USED Washers, M. G.
Riehardson, ph..ne 74.
F22C
TWO WOOD combination storm
'doors wieli
or °hector% hinges
and acceeAcalea, painted white,
word fee saes esy,
sot, words ter INN
3, ft. and 2 ft 8 incb widths.
Is per ward few tbres.rlays. Cleialtleil alb are sayable te adverse&
Good as new: $22 for both. Call
1445-J.
• . F22C
FRIGIDAIRE, davenport, breakfast set, steel ironing board, gas
--e
range, all in number one shape.
WANTED to purchase an old
Highway 94 botween horn type Victor phonograph. I SATURDAY, Febs 22 at 1:00 FURNISHED APT. Private en- R. L. Jones, 305 Irvan Avenue,
M 1P
and Cadiz, Friday, Feb. Call Robert Chadress, Grand- p.m., rain or sihi•ne at R. C. trance and bath. Electric heat Phone 1491-J.
J. C. Higgins brown tar- rivers, Ky. Phone Foreist 2-4283. "Cleve" Culpepter's home. Three and cooking, water furnished.
THERE
IS
sample
nothing
as
as
miles southwest of Hazel or two Call 1057-W.
size 15x20. , Ander reF22P
F22P
ABC. ABC-0-rnatic washer and
milts west of Hazel-Paris highCa lloway OtAillty Soil
dryer that is. Come in and let
way from sign at UnderzwoocPrs OFFICE, dawn -stairs, n S a
nt Ates0. and get reetsoing. Due to illness will sell square. Heat, water and lights us show you the mechanism and
F2OC
wankunusually large ansclunt of odd furnished. Dr. A. D. Wallace, beauty of the ABC-0-mattic line.
RESPONSIBLE party to take and rare small items from Seth hi, me phone 1295, office citiHne Prices are right. A deluxe match.
F22C ed pair, washer and dryer inLOST: Black and w title female .wer low monthly payments on Th mils chat* to buggy pole, 858.
stalled Ls only $489.95. Rowfox bound. Ae little shy of a Spinet piano. Can be seen glass and iron were, 10 gallon 2 NICE 3
room furnished apart- land Electric Sales & Service,
Mangers. If seen or heard of locally. Write Credit Manager, milk cane, oak barrelLs, carpen- menCs. Ground
floor. Hot water 110 South 12th Street.
F21C
pleura notify Kenneth Redden, P. 0. Box 11, Shelbyville, Ind, ter tools, garden tools, wood and bath. Cheap
rent. 1208 West
F2IC range and heater, two horse Malin. Phone 325.
F20C JAP HAY, 50e a bale at barn,
wagen and bed, mowing madOe delivered. Call L. J. Hill
- cultivator -wish -new
at Murray 1902 Or .HYatt 2-3361.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
hillers, harrows, bull tongue arid
P20C
other plows, drill, some yellow
P &'r T
41 - Yam age
ACROSS
. A.1-TS
ear corn. Tons of No. 1 Jap hay,
42 -1:e1 up
SAVE 'fop Value Stamps for
ELI
ABASH
outside itemis, draft mate kid
44-A •tut•
?1-Imliatea
MP ERE TEM
top value gits. Main St. Shell Professor's Dream !muse One
46-Insane
-Strikes
broke, s.yrk
mules, possibly
4s-incline
A
,L-Cm,k in fat
IP LOTS
Station. Thenas Jones, owner, olock from college 3 bedrooms.
51-Leak through
Dodge pickup and Ford tractor.
=Painful
FL E A
.wo baths, study, au ceeditionaein
-mitered
good econdi.tion. Hay fork, new FAorter Chalcuitt, monager. Char- ss
LOTTO CO
Sz-Exclamation
4- Regret
automatic heat. Phone 721.
les Chilcutt. Phone 9119. Sixth
0SlifirNa
14-Plas..,• for
5 -Darrel eints
load of 75 to 100 tanall items
TFC
and Main streets.
combat
RI B
AR
7- Nega e
•
F20(
everyone
rice,. Don't irLi% this
—Hostelry
39-Southern
ACE
blackbird
9-Heraldry:
sale. Douglas Shoemaker, Auc60-Egg-shaped
grafted
Mattresses. Rebuilt like new.
tioneer.
62-Nerve network
E L
YIP
I- Makes eager
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co., al 88 Olds, Murray car, 1 owner
63-Spread for
3-Coln (Iii.,
ft
FcA
ALE
i
L
drying
-Printer's IPaehicah,
Ky. Murray 'represen- A-1 condition, guaranteed. Five
OA
S
HOTLY
meal
$4-Male sheep
F22P
2,
tative Tabers • Upholstery Shop, Points Ser. Sta. .
4—Beneath
29-PrOVide enew.I-look slowly
.1111••••
101 N. 3rd.- Phone 549
3- Period of time
TFC
31-A month
4 cut •
,
(abbr.)
DOWN
Services Offered
flurry
aE INDEPENDENT! Sell Haw- "Parking is MX. Problem" at
14- Pronoun
II-Preposition
It•i•rml n•S
1-13eamt of
Products
le.gh
in Murray. Write Starks Hardware,'12th & Pop7-Number
burden
IS -Behold'
tenttegrt
2- Ves
,
-et
1090-ft, -tar. Phone 1142 tor 'tree - Cita
AO SVOCX removed
S-4•rony
Frettxmt, Ill.
10-Slanted poramt
ITC delivery.
TFC Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
II -Stoma d,•n es
16- Nin In .len
_
- Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
20- Wi.asel • I doe
BOOKKEEPER. Woman for part
days a week. Call long distance
animal.
time bookkeeper in local busicollect, Mayfield 433, Union City
.....un
23-Bright . rem:.k
nese establishment. Prefer mar1308.
A7C
24-01,1
ried woman - who is -resident of
preposition
•
26- Pa id -notice
• this courtly. Apply Box 574, givIS
3
2G-Stournhil
ing age, marital' status, exper•
32-en tier.
is,
;
,.•.
/
/,2,
it 31 1/
216
ience and education.
F21C
33- Pernate rotted
.
st.ideift
. ,"? ,..' Si
.17'31:
PI
14 I-411ble neti
WANTED at ONCE! Experient-J
17- Dealers In eloth
.3
40
01
40-Cal"
ed draftsmen and &vivid, with
41-Pnur ibm.an
a...7.
4 ..s, :1
0..
"F.
`. numbed-1
maresanica I backgrou nu. slime r:(45- Indefinite •
enets1 iriechaaical engineer. Ex•
article
47- Itings
perienced
ch
r
t!esigri
Oua rreg -drawing, agrai:
fieid conditions.
49-- Path
ilod of thunder
Clearance, or rod.ly reinstated,
54- t Migs • •
essential. Salary open. Jobs Un51t- to•rowork
(A brie
limited Employment A gen c y,
57 I',vowed
Sit— 5110k
1821 Brosdway. Phene 2-8181,
••• le elan.•01111.1. •••111••••
fl -Part of ''to be'
Paducah.
F21C

T & FOUND

I—Wanted To Buy

II AUCTION SALE

II

' By GeV PAULEY
operas. love -stories, romantic
United Press Staff Correspondent novels.
"Products which bring romance
NEW YORK 1ff -- Figuring
into women's daily -lives immewhy modern woman is what
diately profit." Miss Wolff didn't
EWDARD J. SHIELDS
she is, and does what she does,
go into what these were.
keeps the experts. busier than
Pew Staff Correspondent
United
The author repea:s statistics
grandma was before the inGermany V —
'FRANKFURT,
vention of the washing machine. pretty well accepted by those
who 'have something to sell - - To space-minded West Germans,
•
They've worried about our
*licher it's cake of soap or a Dr. Wernher v,n Braun es the
complexes, our diets, our politics,
limousine. • Women control the man of 1958. It was the next
our love lives. Now they're on
best thing to having space shies
bulk of consumer spending..
a new tack — this time, f guring
In analyzing why we buy, of their own.
out why we spend.
Peering at the sky for a
she also cornet up with some
The creator of .this _latest anal-. other _interesting comments on glimpse of Spui.n3t II or hatenysis is a woman, mind you .he female species.
ing for Explorer's whispering
—an ad agency executive named
Some instances:
radio voice, Wes Germsns wryJanet Wolff, v.,no has put her
On the term "houscwife",-moi
y recall that telt are offspring
views in a 294-page treatise %amen ha.e the label, she said.
.1 the Wartime V2 viti'sh nicked
called "what makes women buy" -The term...especially in the the edge of space before .11ing
(McGraw-Hill).
upper and middle-income groups a England.
"I can answer that one," said carries little prestige, little glamOnly hours after the Ameriour office wag, when he saw the our."
san satellite was in orbit, beer
title. "Because it's our paychecks
On getting along with other aall 'wits were telling the story
they're spending."
women — "Most women feel of the Sputnik and Explorer
meeting :n suer. space. pausillg
MiSs -wourr-irictca es --a SG-MC-rivalry with _other:WM=
little more loving from husbands and keep their guard up..." and then inquiring: "Sprechen
said
this rivalry shows es- zie Deutsch?*
would mean a little less spending She
by wives. She says one of the pecially in the clothes departOnly Consolation
mail r fre., :s. in feminine buying ment, vshere women "want to
Such bittersweet pride is about
be iN style, but don't want a the only consslation for seieneeI" '!le desire for attention.
'leshaps. the greatest emo- 'dress" or hat exactly like someone minded West Germans. There is
tional need of the housewife else's. In contrast, a man...feels no doubt they would love to be
romance," said Miss Wolff. uncomfortable if he isn't wearing back in the space - platform,
- what other men are."
moon- exploratkon tstreness. It's
On clothes shopping — The
swpilu
endih
rig
as thbreoell
ugh m"
he
tiv
r allitIng yenair
:
i
the sort of scientific challenge
chore "creates tensions" in us,
of writing 'advertising copy.
at which this na.tion has always
"After a few ,years of marriage, she said. Maybe it's because excelled.
her life has settled into a routine of the "heavy" decisions inThere are thousands of enwhich may be satisfying in many volved — figuring whether the thusiagte, but not a penny of
ways, but is hardly glamorous," outfit is becoming, fashionable government funds for
rocket
says the author. "The romantic and whether husbands and research.
attentions her husband paid her friends will approve.
So far, the enthusiasm is con_humus
-"Women seem to look at life -fired mainTy to detailed reportmarried life are gone.
ing of the American and Soviet
"Life is...more. routine. She more seriously than men., to
launchings and the part played
life
literally
and
take
jokes
as
ftels stagi
feed te escape...to
by the hundreds of German
bring ro
nce into her life. . well as personally. Women find
Thus, her interests in soap it...harder to laugh at them- technittans divided up between
the two at war's end.
selves."
Balked By Occupation
On how :o lessen household
American forces collected
s • route — Make the job seem
'Tore creative and fun. Manu-' about 150 top rocket. sicientists
can help here, spe • . Germany collapsed in the
said, even if i: means adding spring of 1945. Russia rounded
up about 5,000 techn-ciant and
altede te :he machinery.
..Already. available are _a clothes, ass:stants. Moat of lease . who
dryer wlch .plavs "how 'dry I went tio the 'United States have
am" and a kitchen range which remained there and 109 have
up on "tenderly", when becarne citzens.
. Utlf.Y.
Those taken- 19' the USSR.
the meat is done. "Possibly."
said Miss Wolff, a "vacuum were •eveutualls all-wed to ree:eaner company might puild in turn. Thi? last resumed home
a record which directs beauty only . this wecit.
'sat:seises to be done whneeleanThe abser.cs of vir:ullly all
ing."
trained space scientists and a
10-year ban .ressased by uccuntit:en atilhotlie.• on any sort of
HE'S NO LETTER WRITER
alennan fle.ng or weapons reLOS ANGELES 0" — ALer search has I e lit the country
having heard nothing from his which earted the race to space
,..11 she ground.
brother for nearly 50 years,
Frank Kluge. 78, a retired Chi- • (here are nlinters us rocket
GERMAN SCIENTISTS FREE -German scientists released 'by
cago steelwerker, met him in socie.ies but they have little
the Soviet after 12 years behind. the Iron Curtain look
money and less equipment. They
Union Station.
pleased with their new freedom on return to West Berlin.
The brother, 71-year old Leo- ; csncentrate de theoretical quesThey are Hans Kuhl. mother-in-law Mrs. Marta Schulz, 76,
nard, said :here had been nothing I hew firm in conviction that
known as the "grandmother" of the captive scientists, and
wrong — "I guess
her daughter Gerda.
just noti publ.ic policy will change and
(international)
funds will be available.
much of a letter writer."

FOR RENT

WANTED

!RICTUS? - Map shows route
the Pusan-to-Seoul transirt plane which flew right on
'et the border into Communist
alai) Korea carrying 28 Koons, a pilot from California,
U. S. Air Force lieutenant
iionel and two Germans. The
N command called a meeting
ith the Beds at Panmunjom

F21P

Ded, Ky.

NOTICE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

STARTING
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. ,

HELP WANTED_j

MOST TREMENDOUS
MOTION PICTURE EVER!
,
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I JUSTICE, MY BROTHER!
JAMES KEENE'S powerful new novel
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With one of her nose muffs, In
case you need a suggestion for
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HArTETt
I Wish I could tin what was rintbt. thottrht of the family first. Yost
IE and tria tiZman die- . You believe 1 hang Everett?"
Know that.-inted in our yard. Hilt nadl "1 don't know," I said. "Lielher.
"Have you? HOW?'
e and Marshal Bud Letibetgavd them a quick, uncertain
CP.
ey're friends." I said. "Bill,
eel backing nere."
mew got it, Smoke." he said
stood there, his rifle held
nis lands. I ran on to the
.
threw a bridle on the drat
I Caine to and led him
as out on the porch
Cord
no*. his .44 Se -th & Wesson in

•

\ Hoy
there!
cotton

blous•

3.95

Phone

437

a

you do sonic damn fool things
"Everything I've done has been
sometimes:*
for you," Cord said flatly.. His
"I didn't kill anyone," he said. eyes got dull and dedicated and
"Hell. yini know I couldn't kill he acted real noble abbut it all.
anyone. Not nang a man."
"What have you done? Made
. How Can I tell how much I Luther say 'yes, sir,' and 'no, sir,'
wanted
believe him?, Yet how and do everything you wanted?"
could I Ignore his unpredictable I blew out an angry breath.
nature, his facility for doing the 'And you've leaned on me plenty,
foolish and unwise thing? Be- always making me do your share
fore, it never seemed to matter of the work While you chaise all
whether I believed him or not, over the country."
hie:hand. Ile and Ledbetter were but now that it did matter, I
"La this the thanks I get for
nets g a staring motets with Bill couldn't summon any faith.
dedicating my life?" Cord asked.
Haw an standing tehind the
Ponca City didn't have 0 jail "I could have had a wife, but I've
magelat and a little to one side. so Marshal Ledbetter kept Lu- denied myself that because of the
-la in't 'make.me kili.an officer ther in his own room, handcuffing family. Is my reward a
lot of
tfa• law," Cord said. ' ' him to the iron bedstead at night smart talk?"
O
w I'm not making you do any1 took a room at the hotel,
This made me laugh; a few
,h Mr. O'Dare." Ledbetter paying *for it with the cattle weeks ago I wouldn't have dared,
"Get on that horse, Luther. money I still had in my pocket. but everything had changed since
tor., Smoke"
The next day Cord drove - Ms 4 therr•-frefPlook at what you've
or hesitated, then flipped into town and Ledbetter allowed lone for us' What do you carry
I climbed aboard my own her to visit with Luther. Edna that big gun for if it ain't to
nt and waited, my breath came in with them and did not keep people scared of you" Well,
tked oft. Ledbetter's hand was go hack to the home place She big man, I sure aus hell ain't
Wiis pocket, he hadn't yet drawn rented a room so that she could scared of you!"
be neer her husband.
He was silent for r. long moiligi gun.
Cord." Bill said, "the law has
I was a little surpriaed, and ment. "I ought to break you in.
gel be served. no one man has. the very mm- h afraid. when I ieemed two, Smoke. I ought to smash
'right to set up his own laws my door and saw Cord standing your smart mouth and teach you
against IL If you shoot that pis- by the v.arelow. "I didn't think so'• you'll never forget." He bit
tol, you're a dead man. That's a you'd mind my coming In to his lip and eaged at me. "I've
promise:" He spoke to Bud Led- wait." he said.
whaled you imtil my hand ached,
better without looking at him.
"Didn't know you wanted to but I can see now that it wasn't
"Marshal, if you'd like, just get come In," I said.
hard enough. I should have brokon your horse and ride out. 1.'11
Cord was in at ease and un- en you, boy, years ago, Broken
here
a
spell."
Wait
..
derstandably so; I wasn't a very you so's you'd behave and not
"We'll go together," Ledbetter nice person to be around.
bring me grief and trouble now."
"Like you broke Luther. huh?
17 said, "after he puts down his
"Did you ge• a lawyer for LuOr worked on Ma until she bei • pistol."
ther'?" I asked.
There wan no telling how this
"Sent a telegram off to Guth- lieves you're Amite kind of a
.. &Would rave turned out if Ma rie as soon as I came to town," god?" I tinned and opened the
' Whadn't rushed out and grabbed Cord said. "Lawyens take money. door as wide as it would go. "Go
Cord's arm. "I don't Want you How about handing over what on, get nut of here and leave me
killed!" she yelled. "You're my you got from the cattle buyer?" alone. You ain't nothing special,
man. Cord, my grown-up man.
"Sure," I said, and gave it to Cord. Vetere just got people
I'd die without you' We'll get Lu- him. He counted it. which 'Wee fooled into believing you are "
He stepped to the door. but he
ther hark, Cord. But not If it hire way of telling me he didn't
means ),a-iii harm"'
me
consider
above
stealing. turned and doubled up his fist.
"Don't ever stand up against me.
I, waited, breath held, then the "You're a hundred shy."
anger drained out oh Cord, lcav"I have to live too, or don't Smoke I'll get what 1 c-ant and
I'll kill the man who stands in
' ing him slack-bodied and tweet- you think I deserve it 7"
ing_ He toaned his .44 into the
"I'm not mad at you now," my way Even you"
I watched him go down the
duet and we tinned, riding out Cord said. "Stud hurt that you
of the yard together. Julie rode didn't come to me filet. Pd have stairs, a dead, uneasy feeling in
beside no. Keying nothing.
handled everything. We could my stomach. I hadn't meant to
At the road we stopped. Bill have got Luther off if we'd atuck spill over like that hut things
Hegeman said, "if you want a together. Together we could have seemed to pile up on me, like they
place to hunk, Smoke, our donr's sworn that he ,was at home when did on Luther, and I too had to
always opin."
it happened. Now I'vel'got to fight hit out at anything that was
•• this nit in court. Maybe we'll win handy. But I meet have hit aiOrrIP.
"I'll stay in town." 1 said. •1••
been skunk-sprayed proper."
and maybe we won't, but either thing pretty solid because ro.
Ledbetter wanted to gel on his way it's given the farmers an never seen Cord rocked bark like
way. we parted there WI Julie edge I never wanted them to that, Quite by accident I'd gotten
and Bill (Toasted the river. I sided have. You put the law on the side through to him, but in a way
0
oh a man. Smoke, and 'youttee- 1.1013- made hialtdangemus angry.
„ Luther.
"I had to do it, Luther," I said. whipped. Given • little more time Angry enough to look upon me
and this drought and I could have as a teener(' .
tp -.1 just had to."
tie looked at me then and of bought 'em all out."
"T,iit her laughed v.'thou t
This made me boil. "Is that all
all the people who had a right
hr said. the
to hate Me the roost. he was this means to you, land? Don't • humor. •.'
nret p MVP I'm (linothr man. Hilt he didn't. I saw you care that Luther's been ar- ISIVryl`T
use
he isn't supposed
Mist heca
that immediately. "I guess you rested for killing a man?"
"Your.' saying things you dant to!' --the story continues here
-lid what you belleved kVilft right.
Smoke. And I envy you for that. mean," Cord Paid. "I've always tomorrow.

I
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Wives Spend Because Of Lack Von Braun Is
Of Attention Survey Shows Hero To The

keeping your beak warm these
days. She says a nose muff
gives you the same weather as
Florida and who wants that,
i these days?). (international)

Germans

acntiers

NANO"

by Ernie Beabilailler
0.K.--- HERE'S A
DOLLAR--- NOW
DO YOU FEEL

AUNT FPITZI--- IF I
HAD A DOLLAR, I
COULD FEEL LIKE A

WHEE---:

BOUGHT A MILLION
WORTH OF PLAY MONEY WITH

RICH ?

MILLIONAIRE

*SPI

NOT
YET-.BUT t'•
WILL SOON

)1 \-14
40°'

l&ttj

AO.
40/
*
it*S. 1147
t*
opesige

v 5 tnO5 - AN
1,341.,Wart•Iegov.•

ABBIE
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SLATS

by Raeburs Van Buren
GET A GREAT BIG W P5SST SHIP UKE THIS UP HENNESSY-WATCH
TO THE MOON
TleS LOONY WHILE
SEND FOR THE
DOCTOR'

THAT'S A FUNNY QUESTION FOR,
'IOU TO BE ASKING Mils SINGE
NOW WERE BOTH ON 7Na
MOON

C... i•se

v.+.

ABNER

by Al C•pp
-SO DON'T `/0" WORRY
YORE FAT, ELDERL
LI'L HAID'BOUT YORE
PROMISE

THAR HAIN'T TH'
FAINTEST CHANCE0'
SHORE-FOOTED ME BEIN'
KILT ON THIS EAGLE
AIG HUNT—

-1"SUPPORT TH ET
WHOLE MOB,EFAH
IS Ki LT!!— NOT THET
\/0" COULDN'T AFFORD
IT, •
\C—

&Ammo& Ihn.l.•

JIM •
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he Channel Swim

WOMEN'S PAGE

Today. the honors
rought car tail :
inmate - and so
lost graceful apologize for his
Virgil M. Exner.
'orp. eice-preeiden
f styling.
ins he designed. a
f a car's "Look
"In the main."
ery people who
,rnateness would
o criticiie de'signet
ices looked too chi
Symbol Of
Exner said the
the symbol of ti
ee-treedaee . desist_
Pa
hat it is a come)
"The tin is
shape.
m needle
notion," he said.
.

the product a• a

Weddings

Lea& --

Year Will Be Good For Those
WhoMake It Good, Experts
a

The Channel Swim: "Lucky
Dollar" replaces "Dick ' and the
Ducherei" on March 29 a n
"Weigio" replaces. "The Eve ArTelephone 1685
artificial stimulent's of the ecoBy ELMER C. WALZER
den Show" on March 25 over at
United Pima" Financial Editor
nomy failed to work in 1929-32
CBS-TV. The Charles Van Dur•IIMMMI•11••••••••=•M•=•
NEW YORK 4P - Business and that they Will not - week
ens expect their first in late
•
June and the Hank Bleiiimgard- experts recently have been turn- now.
Dun & Bradstreet experts asens are printing to mid-April- ing away from artificiel stimuboth men are termer: cunteetants lants to lift the econemy out of sert that although steel, con!be recession.
struction, apparel foeidstuffs and
on NBC-TV's 'Twenty One."
The editors of Dun's Review, services are reacting in a variety
Harvard bought one hour of monthly Dun & Bradstreet publi- of ways, the total situalien is
'Mrs. Mae, Nall served as
Thursday. February 20
n. me ef• Mrs. J.mmy Iron at
CBS, radio evening time for cation, hold that 1958 looks like far from 'gloomy.
topic mearess at the meeting
The Inv nn Greve PTA. Will II:00 ri the merreng.
March 28 - -The Case for the a good year for those who make
Thew point ocut that m anageof the Tiede:mei:reels Club meet- meet at the school building
• e •
a:
College" will feature such Har- i: good by personal decision and ment had been expecting a test
ing Monday teeming. February 2:45
. p.m. instead of Thursday
The ..Women's Asauciatiuri Of
veirdites as Lennie Bernstein.. action_
_
such . • as the -• present one of
61.40 atthr -Wornane Club night as previously scheduled. the
College Preebyterian Church
Defense Secretary Neil McElroy,
The editors of the commercial the economy for more than a
t' House.
A Founders Day Program has i will met in the h
the
Sen.
of
John Kennedy, the Harv- and financial -chronicle say they decade.
Mrs.
"A funny incident that hap- been prepared by Mrs. Crawford
DEFECTED? - Map shows mute
Erek:n Perkins. Nerth 8 It St.,
By WILLIAM EWALD
ard Glee Club and Band.
are quite sure "that nothing
But they add that there has
of the Pusan-to-Seoul transpended te
'in ice
enew" McNeely and Mrs. William White let 8:00 in the evening.
United Press Staff Correspondent
ABC-TV's new -Dick Clark could more hearten industry and always been some unforeseen
port plane which flew right on
was teed 1:e. Airs. Jo Neil Ray- kw. III members are urged to
- ae .& e•
• Sheeee tripled 'the Trendex rat- More effectively rieeetiade it ea fact-or2
lcoputaiion upsurge, -Koover the border into Communist
burn, Mrs Tr. sehie Hart, end attend. Please note emerge it
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- The most ing of MS. time spot
: Th:- Tr. Sigma Alumni will
in its fast resume vigorous building for the rean war . the alternate frowns
North Korea carrying 28 KoMe
time.
meet :n the home -if Mrs. Jim- interesting thing about the split- outing, racking u a 16.0 CBS- future than the assurance that and smiles of the Kremlin - to
•e .
reans, a pilot from California.
Mee Dorothy Irvan seise a
up
of
Dean
Martin
and
Jerry TV will kineecide a new quiz, new deal programs and ideas delay
my R iberts in, Farmer Avenue,
the challenge be fending. a U. S. Air Force lieutenant
The Business and Professional
(-newer
Lewis is this: It has not hurt
nf the Ticertm:sttrmc
et 7:00 .n the evening.
"How to Pick Your Mate" this had vanished from Washington an inflationary support to the
colonel and two Germane. The
reandts..k on perbmereary aw Women's Club will mete at the
Martin. but it has hunt Lewis.
5.33*
Saturday and another -q u z, for good."
UN command called a meeting
market place.
Woman's Club House a: 6:30 in ,
and ceinducting a meeting.
Martin
is
no
great shakes as "Name Your Partner"
The Home Deparment of the
The chronicle editors hold that
with the Rees at Panmunion.
on FriEven now, there is the stepped
Mie. Hart continued the pro- ••he evening. Mu-.s. Mary Burfoote Murray
a
singer.
aotor
or comic. But he day. Jim
Weiaan's Club will meet
Lowe landed the innup missile program for 1958
ley telling es-rivet seee is in charge `')f the prtirrarn•
does
have a kind of mew' met- er,* job
' at 2:30 in •hei„.. aftelaireent Proe
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* . ...-• •
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Burfoot will
the one-hour "Sing-auntried managements in
ee ens
.
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MOSCOW
-One
or Rus- thousands of American compa•
Ills. ,Eleon ir Larsen •acted as Happy Returns.' Hostessee are long time in the entertainment
sia's top c.Int>,Riers, \rano Mura- nies, a generation of executives
the iexicotteLst .r.ven two word.
STARTING
Mesdames Neel Melugin, Vester busineen.
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rush
business
iv MImade
in
Lay Down Program
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••••
- Seven deer PIxerograph refords of foreign
Lewis now stands uncorrillontably
These experts lay down the
Dur.ng the businees meseing.
and
more
than
a dozen ducks, jail and "indecent" slangs. In following program -for industry
neked. Without the balance of
Sirs. NtI. sirs. chtermen. preMrs. Lawrence Rickert w
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February 18 it the • seceind fluor in the court hoe led' him to believe he is the Wednesday.
classical and dance records, and come to 'lift set any.deflationary
present at the meeting.
"The eterrn and cold has done said the lack is being exploited pressures._
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would number
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ment can be wrong even when
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Miss Ruble . Smith on "Facts,
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Merin red .rde.
ment of Dr. Huburtus Strughold on the week-long makeIMO I WOW Fens
believe trip to the moon by Airman Donald Farrell at RanTi' beat egg. quickly,
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MENDED HEART-Robin Rostov,
5, who unlprxent a two-hour
heart operation at Chicago's
Mercy Hospital on February 3,
is shown pn her return to her
home In Roselle, IlL She is
completely recovered from the
heart murmur which necessitated the_ delicate operation.
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FOUR FEET OF IT-Here in a view of Michigan City, incl., burled under a four-fo
ot fall of snow
along with surrounding communities. A state of emergency was declared.
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FOR SALE_D
GOOD USED Washers.
Rieharidition, ph.:ne 74.

pi,

ward far aft
,day. minim wo of 11 words for Gee - Sc per word for
threeitleYe..etemerted

LOST & FOUND

Wanted To Buy

.0ST on Highway 94 between
durray and Cadiz, Friday, Feb.
. Me J. C. Higgins, brown tar-4
taut* size 15x20. Finder reCa kboway County Soil
tanent A. and get reF20C
wind.

EFECTED? - Map shows route
! the Pusan-to-Seoul trans.irt plane which flew right on
ver the border into Communist
'orth Korea carrying 28 Koitans, a pilot from California,
U. S. Air Force lieutenant
Jlonel and two Germans. The
IN command called a meeting
ath the Reds at Panmunjon.

14111113 Black and white female
of
kat lound. Jle little shy
Seligers. If seen or heard of
*MSS notify Kennetti Redden,
F21P
3traiSr. Ky.

WEDNESDAY

RESPONSIBLE party
to take
over low munthly payments on
i Spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P. 0. Box 11, Shelloyvine, Ind.
F2IC

41- V ALM ass
42-(:rt Op
44-A Itat•,(abbr.)
46-Irwin*
44-Incline
51 Leak through
-M041,3.111
ma Lion
U-- Places for
combat
53-Southern
blackbird
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62- tiers.. network
63-Spread for
drying
$4-Male sheep
(pi
SS-Cook slowly
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-Strike.
9-Cook In fat
-Painful
-feiered
4- Regret
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9- Heraldry:
grafted
-Nukes saw
3-Coln I, gil
-Printer's
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29- Henault h
9- Provide 4-rinr
i -A month
(abbr.)
14- Pronoun
tr.-.twit ermined
35-Behold'
99-Parent I colloct
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MOTION PICTURE EVFR!
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4-Cut
5-Hurry
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11- Main. -.44eh
20- Wreecl • Ilk•
animate •
.71-Phmoun
k
23-Brqc
24-01,1
pmpwIii,,n
25-- Pa id notice
23-Mour fill
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Einhle 11.h
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911 -calm
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flUflIIwrV S.
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AUCTION SALE III

WANTED to purchase an old
horn type Victor phonograph.
Call Robert Ohikirtese, Grandrivers, Ky. Phone Foroat 2-4283.
F22P

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

SATURDAY, Feta. 22 at 1:00
p.m., rain or shine at R. C.
"Cleve" Culrpepper's home. Three
miles sauthweat of Hazel or two
milts west of Hazel-Paris highway from sign at Underwood's
croming. Due to illness will sell
unusually large amount ,of odd
and rare nniall items from Seth
Th.enas clock to buggy pole,
glais and iron were. 10 gallon
milk cans, oak barrens, carpenter tools, garden taols, wood
range and heater, two horse
wagon and bed, mowing machine, disc, cultivator vvath new
hillers, harrows, bull tongue and
other plows, drill, some yellow
ear corn. Tons of No. 1 Jap hay,
outside items, dealt mare kid
broke,
work
neuges,
possibly
Dodge pickup and Ford tractor.
good eundiaion. Hay fork, new
load of 75 to 100 small items
everyone needs. Dat't miss this
sale. Douglas S.s.hoezinaker, Auctioneer.
1TP

I

HELP WANTED

BE INDEPENDENT! Sell Rawleach Products in Murray. Write
itawleigh's, Dept. Kyb:1090-0,
Freeport, Ill,
ITC

FOR RENT.

FURNISHED APT. Private en.trance and bath. Electric heat
and cooking, water furnished.
Call 1057-W.
F22P
OFFICE, down stairs, n 4 a r
square. Heat, water and lights
furnished. Dr. A. D. Wallace,
/Kane 'phone 1295, office ph :ne
858.
F22C
2 NICE 3 -room furnished apartments. Ground floor. Hot water
and barite Cheap rent. 1208 Weet
Main. Phone 325.
F2()C

NOTICE

I

SAVE Top Value Stamps for
top value glf:s. Main St. Shell
Station, Thotnias Jones, ow
Porter Ohilcutt, manager. Charlet; Chilicutt. Phone 9119. Sixth
and Mein streets.
- F20C
Mattresses
Rebuilt
like
new,
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Tabers Upholstery Ship,
101 N. 3rd. Phone .549
TFC
"Parking is
no Problem" at
Starks Hardware, 12th & Poplar. Phone 1142_ for. free
delivery.
TFC

BOOKKEEPER. Woman, for Part
time bookkeeper in local 'bust'11 nest eseabliehment. Prefer married weenan who is resident of
this county. Apply Box 574, giving age, marital status, experiefice and education.
F21C

M. G
F2.2C

Wives Spend Because Of Lack I Von Braun Is
Of Attention Survey_Shows Hero To The
Germans

TWO WOOD combination storm
By GAY PAULEY
-doers with door checks, hinges
United Press Staff Correspondent
and acceeseries, painted mihite,
t
3 Pt. and -.2 et. 8 inch Widths.
NEW YORK lir
Figuring
Goad as new. $22 fur both. Call why modern woman is what
1445-J.
F22C she is, and does what she does,
keeps the experts busier than
FRIGIDAIRE, davenport, Meekgrandma
was before the infast set, steel ironing bound, gas
vention of the washing machine.
range, all in number one Shape.
They've worried about o u r
11. L. Jones, 306 Is-van Avenue.
complexes, our diets,.-Tour politics,
Phone 1491-J.
M1P
our love lives. Now they're on
THERE IS nothing as simple as a new tack - this time, fluring
ABC. ABC-0-matic washer and out why we spend.
dryer that is. Come in and let
The creator of this latest analLee show you the mechanism And ysis is a womam..- mind - you
beauty of the ABC-0-matic line. --an ad agency executive named
Prices-are right. A deluxe match- Janet Wolff, who has put her
ed pair, washer and dryer in- views in a 294-page treatise
stalled for only 8469.95. Row- called "what makes women buy"
land Eleeeric Sales & Service, (McGraw-Hill).
110 South 12th Street,
"I can answer that one," said
F21C
our office wag, when he saw the
YAP HAY, 50e a bale at barn, title. "Because it's our paychecks
60e delivered. Call L. J. Hill they're spending."
at Murray 1902 or HYabt 2-3361.
Bot Miss Wolff inGicates a
F20C
:tie more loving from husbands
would mean a little less spending
by wives. She says one of the
Professor's Dream nouse. One
in feminine buying
major I.c,•
alock frbm -college. 3 bedroeme,
'he desire for attention.
iwo baths, study, air ealidition-Perhaps the greatest emci
-r, automatic heat. Phone 721.
ticnal need of the housewife
- ITC
romance." said Miss Wolff,
who has been motivatiag our
spending through her 16 years
al 88 Oltis, Murray car. 1 owner of writing 'advertising copy.
A-1 condition, guaranteed. Five
"After a few 'years of marriage,
Points Ser. Sta.
"
F2212
, her life has settled into a routine
which may be satisfying In many
ways, bdt - is hardly glamorous,"
says the author. "The romantic
attentions her husband paid her
STOCK-Arseepuied
_DEAD
eoar
II and rartyRadio dispatched trucks. Duncan married life are gone.
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
"Life is...more routine. She
Jays a weee. Call long distance feels the need to escape...to
collect. Mayfield 433, Union City bring romance into
her life.
1308,
A7C Thus, her in!eri.‘s!s in soap

Services Offered

WANTED at ONCE! Experienced (irate:men and designers with
backgrourea elxperie
encel reechanieal engineer. Eiperienced
d •':r
eesign
drawings 40:177
fie,d - eanditions.
Clearance, or readily reinstated,
essential. Salary °Pen Jobe UnUrn. id Employment Agency,
1821
phone 2-8181,
Paducah
F21C
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111101-NOSE-- Mrs
erietabierge. cornea through
one of her nose muffs, in
case you need a suggestion for
keeping your beak warm these
days. She says a nose muff
gives you the same weather as
Florida land who wants that,
i these days?). (Internattonca)
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CPA rTFT1
Wish I could do whet WA
thoneht of the family Drat Tilltk_
.1F. and Bill Hageman dig- You believe I flung Everett ?"
`-ralow that'minted m tem yard. firlf nad
"1 don't know," I said -Luther,
-- 4
-three stout How?"'
fie and Marshal Bud Ledbet- you do some damn tool things
"Everything I've done has been
gave them a quick, uncertain sometimes."
for you." Cord said flatly. His
"I didn't kill anyone," he said. eyes got dull and dedicated and
hey're friends." I said. "Bill, "Hell, you know I couldn't kill he acted real noble abbot it all.
ed backing nere."
anyone. Not nang a man."
"What have you done? Made
reeve got it. SmoN, he said
How can I tell how much I Luther say 'yes, sir; and 'no, sir,'
stood there, his
jet held wanted ga believe rum? Yet how and' do everything you wanted?"
his lands. I ran oft to the could I 'Ignore his unpredirtable 1 blew out an angry breath.
threw a bridle on the Jest nature, his facility for doing the 'And you've leaned on me plenty,
I came to and led him foolish and unwise thing? Be- always making me do your share
Cord was out on the porch fore, it never seemed to matter of the work while you chase all
his .41 Sr-th & Wesson in whether I believed him or not, over the country."
and. He and Ledbetter were but now that it did matter, I
-Is this the thanks I get for
g a stinang mate*. with BIB couldn't summon any faith.
dee/testing my life?" Cord asked.
vian standing to•hind the
Ponca City didn't have a jail "I Could have had a wife, but I've
hat and a little to one side so Marshal Ledbetter kept Lu- denied myself that because of the
°Mt make me kill art officer ther an his own room, handcuffing family. Is my reward a lot of
e law," Cord said.
• him to the iron bedstead at night smart talk?"
m not making 1,oti do anyI took • room at the hotel,
This made me laugh: a few
• Mr. 01 isi re." Ledbetter paying or it with the cattle weeks ago I wodltin't have dared,
"Get on that horse, Luther. money I still had in my porkeL but everything had changed since
ton, Smoke"
The next day Cord drove Ma then. "Hell, look at what you've
.
sther nesitated. then flipped into town and Ledbetter allowed done for us' What do you carry
• I climbed aboard my own her to visit with Luther. Edna that big gun for if at ain't to
nt and waited, my breath came In with them and did not keep people scared of you, Well,
ked oft. Isedhetter's hand was go back to the home place. She big man, I sure as hell ain't
his pocket; he hadn't yet drawn rented a room so that she could scared of you!"
be near her husband.
gun.
He was silent for r. long mo"'Cord." Bill said. "the law has
was • little surprised. and ment. "I ought to break you in
54 be served, no one man has the very morh afraid, when I opened two, Smoke. I ought to smash
no, to set up his own laws my door and saw Cord standing your smart mouth and teach you
-- against it. If you rftmot that pis- by the window. "1 didn't think sea you'll never forget." He bit
tol, you're a dead man. That's a you'd mind my coming in to his lip and stared at me. "I've
- promise." He spoke to Bud Led- wait," he said.
whaled you until my hand ached,
better without looking at him.
"Didn't know you wanted to but I can see now that it wasn't
"Marshal, if you'd like, Just get come in," I said.
hard enough. 1 should have brokon your horse and ride out. I'll
Cord was Ill at ease and on- en you, boy, years ago. Broken
Wait here a spell."
drstandably so; I wasn't a very.you so's you'd behave and not
.
"We'll go together," Ledbetter nice person to be around.
bring me grief and trouble now."
"Like you broke Luther, huh?
4said, "after he puts down his
"Did you ge• a lawyer for boOr worked on Ma until she„bepistol."
ther ?" I asked.
There was no telling how this
"Sent a telegram off to Guth- heves you're smite kind of a
would have turkned out if Ma rie as soon as I came to town," god?" I turned and opened the
hadn't rushed out and grabbed Cord said. "Lawyers take money. door as wide as it would go. "Go
Cord's arm. "1 don't want you How about handing over what on, get out of here and leave me,
killed!" she yelled. "You're my you got from the cattle buyer?" alone. You ain't nothing special,
man, Cord, my grown-up man.
"Bure," I said, and gave it to Cord. You're just got people
I'd die without you! We'll get Lu- him. He counted It. which was fooled into believing you are'
He stepped to-the door. but he
ther back, Cord. But not if It his way of telling me he didn't
means you harm!"
above
consider
stealing. turned and doubled up his fist.
me
"Don't ever stand up against me.
1„ waited, breath held, then the "You're a hundred shy."
anger drained out of Cord, leav"1 have to live too, or don't Sirnoke. I'll get what I want and
I'll kill the man who stands in
ing him slaeIt.bodied and 'sweat- you think I deserve It ?"
ing. He tostwil his .44 Into the
"I'm not mad at you now," my way. Even you."
I watched him go down the
dust and we turned, riding out Cord said, "Juxt hurt that you
Jot the yard together. Julie rode didn't come to me first. I'd have stairs, a dead. uneasy feeling in
beside me, saying nothing.
handled everything
We could my stomach. I hadn't meant to
At the road we stopped. Bill have got Luther off if we'd stuck spill over like that hut things
Hageman said, "If you want a together. Together we could have seemed to pile tip on me, like they
place to bunk, Smoke, our door's sworn that he was at home when did on Luther. and I too had to
always opcn."
it happened. Now I've got to fight hit out at anything that was
"I'll stay in town," I said. "I've this out in court. Maybe we'll win handy. But I most have hit somebeen skunk-sprayed proper."
and maybe we won't,.but either thing pretty solid because I'd
Ledbetter vs'anterl to get on his way it'a given the farmers an never seen Cord rocked hack like
way, we parted there and Julie edge I never wanted them to that. Quite by accident I'd gotten
and Bill crossed the river. I sided ,have. You put the law on the side through to him, but In a way
Lill her.
ot a man. Smoke. and you're that made him dangernie; angry.
"1 had to do it, Luther," I said. whipped. Given a little more time Angry enough to look upon me
menace. . .
-1 just had to."
and this drought and I could have as
Ile looked at me then and of bought 'em all out."
"I. other laughed without
all the people who had a right
This made me hod. "I. that all
to nate me the most. he was this means to you. land? Don't humor. 'Smoke.' he said. 'the
the man. But he didn't, I RAW you care that Luther's been ar- hiwyer won't prove I'm innothat immediately. "1 guess V011 rested for killIng 1 a man'!"
cent breams- he isn't supposed
did what you believed was ri;rh.t.
"You're Raying things you don't to!'"-the story continues here
Smoke. And I envy you for that. mean," cord said. "I've always tomorrow.
•INNO flmm
114.•••
a./ Mo. mommaime *so IN:MMAAM &LAMY linmeat -

GERMAN SCIENTISTS FREE -German scientists released by
the Soviet after 12 years behind. the Iron Curtain look
pleased with their new freedom on return to West Berlin.
They are Hans Kuhl, mother-In-law Mrs. Marta Schulz, 76,
known as the "grandmother" of the captive scientists, and
her daughter Gerda.
(hsternational)

operas, love stories, romantic
novels.
"Products which bring romance
into women's daily lives immediately profit." Miss Wolff didn't
go into what these were.
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By EWDARD J. SHIELDS

Pees* Staff Correspondent
The author repeats statistics United
Germany
FRANKFURT.
pretty, well accepted by those
who .have something to sell - - To space-minded Wert Germans,
whether it's cake of soap or a Dr. Wernher ‘e.n Braun „is the
limousine. Women control the man of 1958. It was the next
beet ,,thing to having apace s'hips
bulk of consumer spending.
In analyzing why we buy, of their own.
Peering at the sky for a
she also cc mes up with some
other interesting comments on plimpee of Spc nit II or hetenetie- - fereale- species.
ing for EXPIOTeeS - whispering •
Some instances:
radio voice, Woe" Germans wryOn the term "houscw:fe"-mos
y recall that n.th are offspring
v,a men ha.e the label, she said. I the vrartime V2 which nicked
"The term": „especially in the the edge of space before biting
upper and middle-income groups
n England.
carries little prestige, little glamOnly hours after the Amer-our."
ran satellite was in orbit, beer
On getting along with other :tall wits were telling the story
women - "Most women feel A the Sputnik and Explorer
srrne' rivalry with other women, meeting in outer space, pausing
and keep their guard up..." and then :nqu.ring: "Sprechen
She said this rivalry shows es- zie Deutsch?*
pecially in the clothes departOnly Consolation
ment. where women "want to
Such bittersv.'eet pride is about
be in style, but don't want a the only consolation Lir sciencedress or hat exactly. like someone minded Wet' Germans. There is
else's. In contrast, a man...feels
no doubt they would love to be
uncomfortable if he isn't wearing
back in the space - platform,
what other men are."
moon - exploratein bueness. It's
On clothes shopping - The
the sort of scientific challenge
chore "creates tensions" in us,
at which this nation has always
because
she said. Maybe it's
excelled.
of the "heavy" decisions in'There are rhouirancits of envolved - figuring whether the
thusiasts, but not a penny of
outfit is becoming;' fashionable
government
for
rocket
funds
-and whether husbands and
research.
friends will approve.
So far, _the enthusiasm is con--On filet.-- sense- -of humor • "Women seem to look at life fined mainly to detailed reporting of the American and Soviet
men.,.to
mere seriously than
take life and jokes literally as launchings and the pant played
the hundreds af German
well as personally. Women find by
it...harder to laugh at them- technicians dtv.ileci up between
the two at war's end.
selves."how
Balked By Occupation
to lessen household
On
AmerLcan
forces
collected
route - Make the job seem
about 150 top rocket scientiets
_more creative and... fun. Nanofacturfrs • can help here... she as Germany eollapsed in the
said. even if i: means adding epring of 1945. Russia rounded
op about 5,000 techn.cians and
music ttrthe machinfry.
'Already availableare a clothes ale:atants. eMoet of those w ho
et' which pt:ivs "hew dry r wen! _to-the United Slates have
iirn" and a kitchen range which retrained there arid 103 have
tines up on "tenderly", when became Cezens.
Those taken to the USSR.
the meat is done. "Possibly."
said
Miss Wellf; a "vacuum were eventually al:..wed to recleaner cempany might build in turn. .-111: last re.urned home
a record which directs beauty only this week._
:•xcreises to be done whilecleanThe attscrere of virtually all
ine
trained spare scientists and A
10-year ban enposed by eccurratem authorities on arty sort of
HE'S NO LETTER WRITER
German fle.ng or weapons reLOS ANGELES 1? - After search has left the country
having heard nothing from his istech a arted the race to space
'off the ground.
brother for nearly 50 years.
'there are nunfereus rocket
Frank Kluge. '78. a retired Chirnon
iee.esandbut
lessth
eey
qu have little
cago steelworker. met him in, soc
!patent. They
Union Station._
The brother. 7I-year old Leo- c,rxentrate or': theoretical cluesnard, said :here had been nothing l bens. firm in conviction that
e-rong - "I guess I'm just not 'public policy will change and
funds will be available.
much of a letter writer."
••••••• ••=1•••••

NANCY

by Ernie

AUNT FRITZ-- IF I
HAD A DOLLAR, I
COULD FEEL LIKE A

O.K.- HERE'S A
DOLLAR-- NOW
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SLATS

by Raebura Vas Biwa.
THAT'S A FUNNY OUEST1ON FOR.
YOU TO BE ASKING MS-SINCE
NOW WE'RE BOTH ON ThE
MOON "
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IN SEARCH Of A MIRACLE-Hope springs.eternal In the human
breast and nowhere in the world is this more evident than
at the Shrine of Lourdes. France, which every year is the goal
of the sick and crippled. Thie -year- the opening at centenary
from all parts of
celebrations at the Shrine brought pilgrims
little
the world, filled with faith and hope. Among them was a
Primate
boy, crippled by polio. Here. Pierre Cardinal Gerher,
Papal
of all the Gauls. places his hand on the boy's head for the
conbenediction while the youth's rnother. face frozen in the
)
centration ot prayer, holds him.' (International Radiophoto
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